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Abstract5

This analysis note summarizes the heavy flavor (HF) jet studies per-6

formed by the sPHENIX HF topical group. We demonstrate the capability7

of tagging b-jet in p+p and central Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV,8

using GEANT4 simulation of sPHENIX detector. A Monolithic Active Pixel9

Sensor Vertex Detector (MVTX) upgrade to sPHENIX is critical in enabling10

the b-jet capability. The projections for b-jet nuclear modification and di-b-jet11

correlations are then presented. The progress of exploring the b-jet-B-meson12

correlations is also discussed.13
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Chapter 144

Introduction45

1.1 Physics Goals46

Heavy flavor (HF) quarks (c, b) play a unique role for studying QCD in vacuum47

as well as in quarkgluon plasma (QGP) [4]. Their masses are much larger than48

the QCD scale, the additional QCD masses due to chiral symmetry breaking,49

and the typical QGP temperature reached at RHIC and LHC. Therefore they50

are created predominantly from initial hard scatterings and their production51

rates are calculable in perturbative QCD [8, 7]. They are thus calibrated probes52

that can be used to study the QGP in a controlled manner. In addition, when53

compared with the light quarks and gluons, heavy quark probes may provide54

differential sensitivity to collision and radiative partonic energy loss in the55

QGP, and therefore provide stringent test of models describing the transport56

properties of QGP [5, 13].57

The planned sPHENIX baseline detectors [2] with the proposed Monolithic58

Active Pixel Sensor Vertex Detector (MVTX) upgrade [16] will enable new59

heavy-flavor physics capability in QGP studies, extending present RHIC mea-60

surements to much broader transverse momentum range and providing access61

to critical but uncharted part of QGP parameter space. In combination with62

the sPHENIX calorimetric jet reconstruction, the sPHENIX and MVTX provide63

a particularly important new capability to sPHENIX baseline program - the64

identification of jets originating from heavy quarks for pT = 15–40 GeV/c.65

In this note, we investigate the detection capability and physics reach of the66

b-jet program at sPHENIX via simulation and reconstruction. This particular67

measurement represents both a new opportunity at RHIC and an example of68

complementarity to the LHC. The projected sPHENIX measurement extends69

the LHC measurement [11, 12] to lower transverse momenta and provides a70

kinematic overlap, where the same jets can be studied in the different QGP71

conditions at RHIC and LHC.72

Compared to HF hadrons, measurements of jets provide more information73

on the parton kinematics and the nature of parton interactions with the QGP74
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medium. The evolution of parton showers probes the coupling with the medium75

over a range of scales, providing sensitivity to its scale-dependent microscopic76

structure. Jets containing b-quarks (b-jets) are of particular interest, as bottom77

quarks, which are ∼1000 times heavier than the light quarks, produce unique78

energy loss signatures due to their large mass (4.2 GeV/c2) [19]. At momenta79

comparable to the b-quark mass scale, bottom quarks may preferentially lose80

energy via collisions with the plasma quasi-particles and not via gluon radiation,81

which is predominant for light quarks [5, 13].82

Measurements of b-jets in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC cover momenta larger83

than 80 GeV/c [11, 12]. Intriguingly, these measurements indicate a nuclear84

modification factor very similar to inclusive jets [11]. One of the explanations85

is that the mass of the b-quark is small when compared with the jet transverse86

momenta, pT ≥ 80 GeV/c. The other hypothesis is that 30-70% of b-jets at87

LHC in pT = 50− 1000 TeV/c are from gluon splitting processes [6, 23], for88

which jet containing a b-quark still behaves as a massive color octet object when89

crossing the medium, resembling a massive gluon [14]. In comparison to LHC,90

measurements at RHIC will be both complementary by probing different QGP91

conditions, but also provide the following distinct advantages:92

• b-jets can be measured with momentum as low as 15 GeV/c, where the93

quark mass is more important for the energy loss mechanisms.94

• The main processes producing b-jets at RHIC are the leading order gluon95

fusion (g + g → b + b̄) and excitation of intrinsic b-quarks in the proton96

wave function (b + g→ b + g). Therefore, b-jet at RHIC are less contami-97

nated by the gluon splitting channel, which is estimated to be below 15%98

using PYTHIA8 simulations [2].99

1.2 Detector Setup100

In this section, we discuss the relevant aspects of the sPHENIX detector con-101

figuration and performance. The sPHENIX experiment [2] consists of tracking102

and calorimetry detectors, built around a 1.4 T super conductor magnet and103

covering full azimuth in |η| < 1.1. The whole detector system will take data104

at 15 kHz, which is much higher than the current RHIC experiments such as105

PHENIX and STAR.106

1.2.1 Tracking107

The tracking detectors include following subsystems from inner radius to outer:108

1. MVTX (alternatively noted as MAPS), which consists of three layers of109

silicon pixel trackers110

2. Intermediate tracker (INTT or IT), which consists of four layers of silicon111

pixel trackers112
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3. Time projection chamber (TPC), which consists of 40 layers of silicon113

pixel trackers. In this note, a previous configuration of 60-layer TPC114

configuration is used, which occupies the same radial space. For vertex115

measurement that this note is sensitive to, the difference between the two116

configurations of TPC layers is small.117

In particular, the MVTX, as shown in Figure 1.1, is the key upgrade to sPHENIX118

enabling precision measurements of the primary vertex as well as the displaced119

secondary tracks from heavy quark decays. A full detector GEANT4 display is120

also shown in Figure 1.2.121
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Figure 1.1: sPHENIX vertex detectors. Beam view of MVTX detector on the left,
and side view of MVTX and INTT on the right.

In this note, we use a cylindrical approximation to the full tracking detector122

geometry. The proper material budget and pixel size are assigned to each layer123

to reproduce the average multiple scattering and cluster position resolution at124

each tracking layer. A Hough-transform based pattern recognition and Kalman-125

filter based track fitting algorithms were employed for track finding and fitting,126

respectively.127

Figure 1.3 shows the single track efficiency and the DCA pointing resolution128

in the bending plane as a function of pT based on the full GEANT4 detector129

simulation plus the offline tracking software reconstruction. The efficiencies130

were evaluated using charged pion tracks embedded in central HIJING Au+Au131

events (i.e., highest multiplicity in sPHENIX). The single track efficiency is132

about 80% at 1 GeV/c and the DCA pointing resolution is about 40 µm for133

0.5–1 GeV/c tracks. These performance parameters meet the requirements for134

the proposed measurements.135

The collaboration is finalizing on a new tracking simulation setup, which136

employs full ladder-based geometry for the MVTX and INTT subdetectors137

in GEANT4 and GENFIT2-based [22] pattern recognition and fitting modules.138

Although it is not yet used in b-jet simulation study of this note, we expect139
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Figure 1.2: Side view of the sPHENIX detector in GEANT4 and a pT = 30 GeV/c
B-meson showers. Only half of the detector is displayed to show the inner
subdetectors.
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Figure 1.3: Single track reconstruction efficiency (left) and DCA pointing resolu-
tion in the bending plane (right) in central Au+Au collisions from full HIJING
plus GEANT4 simulation.

this new simulation be employed for b-jet studies soon and provide improved140

simulation and performance.141

1.2.2 Calorimetry142

The sPHENIX calorimeter system includes an electromagnetic calorimeter and143

an inner hadronic calorimeter, which sit inside a solenoid coil, and an outer144

hadronic calorimeter located outside of the coil [2]. The three layers of calorime-145

ter allow the calorimetry-based measurement of jets at RHIC with an energy146
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resolution of ∆E/E = 120%/
√

E and provides containment for 80% of opposite147

di-jet pairs from the same hard collision. The triggering system is also designed148

to provide jet-patch triggers by requiring the minimal energy sum from combi-149

nations of calorimeter towers which belong to the same jet-cones. Furthermore,150

the electromagnetic calorimeter provides for the triggering, identification and151

measurement of high-energy electrons with an energy resolution better than152

∆E/E = 15%/
√

E.153

In the current iteration of b-jet studies, we assumed the factorization of the154

tracking-centralized b-jet tagging and the calorimetry-centralized jet finding,155

and focused on the former aspect. Therefore, all jets from this note is found by156

applying the anti-kT algorithm on the PYTHIA8 event records, while the tracks157

are found by reconstructing the GEANT4 simulation of the full tracking detectors.158

The effects of fake calorimetry jets and the interplay between jet-finding and159

b-jet-tagging will be studied in the further iterations of b-jet simulations.160

1.3 Luminosity and acceptance assumptions161

The five-year sPHENIX run plan, as lined out in note sPH-TRG-2017-001 [17], is162

used for projection in this note, which includes the following collision systems:163

p+p,
√

s = 200 GeV: sampling 200 pb−1 with jet patch trigger, which is rounded164

up from 197 pb−1 as in sPH-TRG-2017-001 [17].165

Au+Au,
√

s = 200 GeV: for b-jets with pT < 30 GeV/c, we assume 240 Billion166

MB Au+Au collision, which is rounded up from 239 Billion MB Au+Au167

collision as in sPH-TRG-2017-001 [17]. For b-jets with pT > 30 GeV/c, we168

assume 550 Billion Au+Au collision sampled using a jet patch trigger of169

moderate rejections.170

p+Au,
√

s = 200 GeV: 0.33 pb−1 with jet patch trigger or 600 billion sampled171

collisions.172

For all collision systems, we use full acceptance for R = 0.4 jets in the173

sPHENIX calorimeter and tracking acceptance of |ηdetector| < 1.1,174

|ηb-jet| < 0.7(i.e. 1.1− R). (1.1)

The luminosity projections include the |vz| < 10 cm vertex range, where the175

MVTX detector provides at least two hits in |η| < 1, and therefore leads to a full176

coverage for DCA measurement in the full jet cone.177

1.4 Overview for b-jet studies at sPHENIX178

The detection of b-jets with the sPHENIX detector is complicated by the com-179

parative rarity of b-jets (Section 2.2), and also by the significant background180

of the underlying event in heavy ion collisions. Multiple methods have been181
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explored to demonstrate that the planned sPHENIX detector with the proposed182

MVTX upgrade allows b-jet tagging, and to enable cross checks of the expected183

systematic uncertainties. As shown in the right diagram of Figure 1.4, these184

methods are based on the unique features of B-hadron decays, including the185

finite decay length and leptonic decay products. In particular, the methods as186

discussed in this note are as following:187

• Identify b-jets by requiring multiple tracks within the jet cone that do188

not originate from the primary collision vertex. These are likely be the189

long-lived B-hadron decay products. As an initial study, we performed190

a full sPHENIX detector simulation to demonstrate this capability as191

discussed in Section 3.1. Despite the simplified algorithm used in this192

exploration, the b-tagging performance approaches that seen by CMS in193

their b-jet analysis at much higher energy [12, 11]. Additional techniques194

will be deployed in the final software package to further optimize perfor-195

mance, including likelihood analyses, 3-dimensional track displacement196

and machine learning techniques.197

• Identify b-jets by requiring that multiple tracks within the jet cone come198

from the same displaced secondary vertex distinct from the primary vertex.199

This method is similar to the previous one except it uses the additional200

information about the probability of B-hadron decaying into multiple201

daughter particles. This provides additional power in selecting and cross202

checking b-jet candidates identified via the first method. We also demon-203

strated this method in full simulation as discussed in Section 3.2. This204

method also provides data driven quantification of b-jet purity via sec-205

ondary vertex kinematics fitting.206

After the initial identification of b-jet candidates, the purity of b-jets in the207

candidate sample will be quantified in a data-driven way using the invariant208

mass and transverse momentum of the secondary vertex, which has proven to be209

critically important in the LHC environment [12, 11]. The projected uncertainty210

of the nuclear modification of inclusive b-jet is shown in Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2,211

which places stringent tests on the models describing the coupling between212

heavy quarks and the QGP [14]. We are in close collaboration with theory213

groups to update the model predictions of inclusive b-jet nuclear modification214

at the top RHIC Au+Au energy and in the sPHENIX kinematic region.215

Beyond the inclusive b-jet nuclear modification measurement, additional216

techniques in jet substructure and correlation studies will be performed. In-217

clusive b-jets can originate from a high-energy b-quark (a true b-quark jet)218

or from a gluon that splits into b-quark and b-antiquark (g → bb̄-jet). These219

two categories of b-jets could potentially have very different interactions with220

the QGP, because in the latter case the correlated b-quark and b-antiquark tra-221

verse coherently through the QGP in a color octet state with twice the b-quark222

mass [14]. Although inclusive b-jets at RHIC are expected to be dominated by223

the b-quark jets [18], the remaining g→ bb̄-jet component could complicate the224

interpretation of the inclusive b-jet results.225
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Figure 1.4: A b-quark traverses the QGP and fragments into a b-jet. The princi-
ples of tagging the rare b-jets are based on unique features of B-hadrons: long
life time and finite decay length of B-hadron (L3D ∼few mm), decay tracks from
secondary vertices and leptonic decay products.

sPHENIX will allow us to discriminate these two categories of b-jet pro-226

ductions and provide cleaner access to the dynamics of high energy b-quark227

interactions with the QGP. The fraction of true b-quark jets can also be enhanced228

by requiring the b-jet candidate to be correlated with another b-jet, B-hadron,229

or photon in the same event [15], as illustrated in Figure 1.4. In particular,230

correlations between two b-jets can be measured with high statistics using the231

MVTX and the sPHENIX detector, taking advantage of their high rate capability232

and their large instrumented acceptance (covering nearly 80% of produced233

di-jets [2]). The projection for the transverse momentum balance of b-jet-pairs is234

discussed in Chapter 4. A preliminary study for b-jet-B-meson correlations is235

discussed in Chapter 5.236
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Chapter 2237

Event generation and238

inclusive b-jet projection239

2.1 Simulation setup240

A PYTHIA8 based simulation using Hard QCD mode [23, 24], q̂T = 7 GeV/c,241

and CTEQ6L PDF [21, 20] was used to simulate the b-jet production rate in242

sPHENIX. The relevant part of PYTHIA8 configuration file is as following:243

244

! phpythia8 . c fg f o r b− j e t s imulat ion245

246

! Beam s e t t i n g s247

Beams : idA = 2212 ! f i r s t beam , p = 2212 , pbar = −2212248

Beams : idB = 2212 ! second beam , p = 2212 , pbar = −2212249

Beams :eCM = 2 0 0 . ! CM energy of c o l l i s i o n250

251

! PDF252

PDF : pSet = 7 ! CTEQ6L, NLO alpha s (M Z) = 0 . 1 1 8 0 .253

254

! Process255

HardQCD: a l l = on256

! Cuts257

PhaseSpace : pTHatMin = 7 . 0258
259

[14] found PYTHIA8 + CTEQ6L reproduced the b-jet cross section in LHC260

data at
√

s = 7 TeV. The b-jet and inclusive jet production rate at the top RHIC261

Au+Au energy is also checked in Section 2.2.262

After the PYTHIA8 simulation, the produced particle goes through truth jet263

finding, which utilizes the anti-kT algorithm in FASTJET package with a param-264

eter of R = 0.4 [9, 10]. Then, the jet partonic flavor is tagged, which marks the265

flavor of the jet as the flavor of heaviest quark inside the jet-cone. An alternative266

definition using heaviest-quark meson inside the jet cone is also available in267
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the tagger output, but not used in this analysis. The tagger setup is committed268

to the analysis repository at https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/269

analysis/tree/master/HF-Jet/TruthGeneration.270

A branch of macros repository that execute this setup can be found at https:271

//github.com/blackcathj/macros/tree/SinglePart_master_prod_pythia_272

truth_Bjet_MB/macros/g4simulations.273

2.2 The b-jet cross section274

For the cross-section estimation, the equivalent of 53 pb−1 of p+p collisions275

at
√

s = 200 GeV were simulated using PYTHIA8 with the setup mentioned in276

Section 2.1. As shown in Figure 2.1, the resulting inclusive jet and b-jet cross277

section are compared with PHENIX data [3] and FONLL calculations [8, 7],278

respectively. The fraction of b-jet in the inclusive jet sample of pT = 15–40 GeV/c279

is approximately 0.5%.280
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the cross section for b-jets (blue) and all jets (black).
They are consistent with the published inclusive jet cross section [3] and the
b-bare-quark production cross section from a FONLL calculations [8, 7], re-
spectively. b-jets are rare compared to the much more abundant light quark
jets.

The source code generating this estimation is located at DrawCrossSection()281

in Draw HFJetTruth.C as linked here1
282

1https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/analysis/blob/master/HF-Jet/
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2.3 The nuclear modification of b-jets283

The projected statistical uncertainty for nuclear modification factor in 0-10%284

Au+Au collisions are shown in Figure 2.2. The jet psuedorapidity is constraint285

within |η| < 0.7, which allows full jet cone with R = 0.4 be contained within286

tracking and calorimetry coverage for the full vertex ranges (|z| < 10 cm).287

Based on the b-jet tagging performance studies in Chapter 3, an optimistic but288

plausible purity of 40% at 60% efficiency in p+p and of 40% purity at 40%289

efficiency in most central Au+Au collisions are assumed.290

Two trigger scenarios are considered:291

• Figure 2.2a is assuming untriggered recorded sample of 240 B MB Au+Au292

collisions.293

• Since the uncertainty is only visible for b-jets with pT > 30 GeV/c, a294

moderate jet trigger is further assumed to allow sampling the full 550295

Au+Au collisions in the MVTX vertex range of |z| < 10 cm (more in296

Section 1.3), which leads to Figure 2.2b.297

The difference in uncertainty projection between these two scenarios are minor298

since the uncertainty of RAA for inclusive b-jets are dominated by the p+p299

statistics. Meanwhile, high Au+Au statistics are highly demanded for the jet300

correlations measurements as shown in Chapter 4 and 5.301

The result shows good statistical precision covering b-jet in kinematics range302

of 15 < pT < 40 GeV/c. This data will provide precision constraint on the303

b-quark counting constant to QGP as evaluated in a heavy quark transport304

model [14], which is now reevaluated at RHIC energy under the support of305

LANL MVTX LDRD program.306

The source code generating this estimation is located at CrossSection2RAA()307

in Draw HFJetTruth.C as linked here308

TruthGeneration/macros/Draw_HFJetTruth.C
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Figure 2.2: Statistical projection of sPHENIX inclusive b-jet data in terms of the
nuclear suppression factor (black circles), which is compared with QGP trans-
port models for b-quark jets evaluated at the RHIC energy with two possible
coupling strength (curves) [14]. (a) is assuming untriggered recorded sample of
240 B MB Au+Au collisions, and (b) assumes sampled 550 B Au+Au collisions
using a moderate jet trigger.
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Chapter 3309

The b-jet tagging in GEANT4310

simulations311

The b-jet candidates are selected from the inclusive jets samples via the anal-312

ysis procedures called b-jet tagging. Two b-jet tagging algorithms have been313

implemented in a GEANT4 simulation of the full sPHENIX tracking system:314

1. The track counting algorithm, which selects b-jets by requiring multiple315

off-vertex tracks inside the jet cone, will be discussed in Section 3.1.316

2. The secondary vertex algorithm, which selects b-jets by requiring tracks317

inside the jet cone form vertices displaced from the primary ones, will be318

discussed in Section 3.2.319

These algorithms and their tagging performance will be discussed in this chap-320

ter.321
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3.1 The track-counting algorithm322

3.1.1 Introduction323

For the track counting method, we identify b-jets by requiring multiple tracks324

within the jet cone that do not originate from the primary collision vertex. These325

are likely be the long-lived B-hadron decay products when compared with326

light-quark jets and c-jets. In this first implementation, we required one, two327

or three tracks satisfying the significance cut. This algorithm is first devel-328

oped in the proposal stage of sPHENIX [2], which is now implemented in full329

GEANT4 tracking simulations. The future version of this algorithm will employ330

a likelihood method to utilize full information content of tracks.331

3.1.2 Simulation and Analysis Setup332

As an initial study, we performed a full sPHENIX detector simulation to demon-333

strate such b-jet tagging capability using the track counting algorithm. The334

simulation set up includes following components:335

• Using generator setup in Section 2.1336

• Jet reconstruction: we used the anti-kT algorithm with a parameter of337

R = 0.4 in the FASTJET package to analyze the generated particles from338

PYTHIA8.339

• Flavor tagging: Using the Jet flavor tagger: HFJetTruthTrigger as dis-340

cussed in Section 2.1341

• Tracking: Using cylindrical MVTX(3) + INTT (4) + TPC(60), where num-342

bers in the bracket denote number of layers in each tracking detector.343

To demonstrate the importance of MVTX upgrade, this study was also344

performed without MVTX for comparison. The patterThn recognition345

module used PHG4HoughTransformTPC, and track fitting module used346

PHG4TrackKalmanFitter. For DCA calculations, we used RAVE pack-347

age [1] to reconstruct the primary vertex with option of avf-smoothing:1348

which uses a weight function for tracks based on their standardized dis-349

tance to the vertex candidate [25, 26].350

• The BJetModule was used to extract useful information in the DST Node-351

Trees and create a compact TTree with truth, jet, track information. The352

plotting macro in the macros folder in this package was used to summarize353

and do the plotting.354

• Tracks inside each jet are sorted according to the highest significance of355

DCA, DCA/σ(DCA). A jet is tagged as a b-jet candidate if the one, two or356

three tracks are above a minimal cut on their significance of DCA, which357

leads to the performance curve as discussed in the next section.358
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3.1.3 Results359

This section summarize performance results for b-tagging using the track count-360

ing algorithm. The tagging performance are quantified as the functions of the361

rejection of background jet versus b-jet efficiency or functions of b-jet purity362

versus b-jet efficiency. The background jets included light-quark and gluon363

jets (l-jets), and charm-jets (c-jets). Two detector configurations are considered,364

sPHENIX baseline without MVTX in Section 3.1.3, and sPHENIX with the365

MVTX upgrade in Section 3.1.3.366

The b-jet tagging without MVTX367

First, we performed b-jet tagging with INTT + TPC only. The results are shown368

in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.369

We could see from Figure 3.2 that even in the relative low occupancy p+p370

case, the INTT + TPC configuration is far below the targeted p+p working371

point of 60% efficiency 40% purity. With Au+Au collisions having much higher372

multiplicity and background, this configuration will provide much lower purity373

and efficiency. So we do not continue the study for this configuration using374

Au+Au collisions.375
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Figure 3.1: For the tracking configuration without the MVTX detector, the
l(left)/c(right)-jet efficiency as a function of b-jet tagging efficiency in p+p
collisions using the one-, two- and three-large DCA track methods.

The b-jet tagging for sPHENIX with MVTX upgrade376

Then we performed the b-jet tagging with the proposed tracking configuration377

of MVTX+INTT+TPC.378

• The tagging performance results in p+p collisions as shown in Figures 3.3379

and 3.4.380

• Tagging performance with PYTHIA8 jetty events embedded into 0-10%381

central HIJING Au+Au events are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.382
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Figure 3.2: For the tracking configuration without the MVTX detector, the b-jet
tagging performances in p+p collisions using the one-, two- and three-large
DCA track methods. It is far below the targeted p+p working point of 60%
efficiency 40% purity.
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Figure 3.3: Projected l(left)/c(right)-jet efficiency as a function of b-jet tagging
efficiency in p+p collisions using the one-, two- and three-large DCA track
method with the MVTX detector.

Despite the simplified algorithm used in this study, the b-jet-tagging per-383

formance approaches to that of CMS at much higher energy [11]. Additional384

techniques will be deployed in the final software package to further optimize385

performance, including likelihood analyses, 3-dimensional track displacement386

and machine learning techniques.387
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Figure 3.4: Projected b-jet tagging performances in p+p collisions using the
multiple large DCA track method.
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Figure 3.5: l(left)/c(right)-jet efficiency as a function of b-jet tagging efficiency
in Au+Au collisions using the one-, two- and three-large DCA track methods
with the MVTX detector.
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3.2 The secondary vertex algorithm388

3.2.1 Introduction389

In this section, we identify b-jets by requiring that multiple tracks within the jet390

cone come from the same displaced secondary vertex distinct from the primary391

vertex. This method is almost similar to the previous one except it also uses the392

knowledge that a B-hadron is likely to decay into multiple daughter particles393

from a displaced common vertex. This provides additional power in selecting394

and cross checking b-jet candidates identified via the first method. This method395

is demonstrated in full simulation as discussed in this section. This method396

also provides data driven quantification of b-jet purity via secondary vertex397

kinematics fitting.398

3.2.2 Simulation and Analysis Setup399

As an initial study for sPHENIX, we performed a full sPHENIX detector sim-400

ulation to demonstrate such capability. The simulation set up includes the401

following components:402

• PYTHIA8 event generation with the configuration in Section 2.1 and all403

events are generated at (x,y,z)=(0,0,0).404

• Full GEANT4 detector response with all the tracking detectors ( MVTX +405

INTT + TPC ), which is represented in cylindrical geometry approxima-406

tions.407

• For performance evaluation in Au+Au collisions, hits of PYTHIA8 events408

are embedded into hits of central Au+Au collisions from HIJING and then409

input to GEANT4 simulation.410

• Track reconstruction with the GENFIT2 package.411

From the chain of PYTHIA8 +GEANT4 simulation and track reconstruction,412

DST files containing all reconstructed tracks are produced. The next analysis413

step to find secondary vertex is done with these DST files. The RAVE package414

developed by the CMS collaboration has been adopted in the sPHENIX software,415

and the GENFIT2 package for generalized Kalman Filter tracking provides416

interfaces to the RAVE. Therefore, reconstructed tracks with the GENFIT2 can417

be easily used for vertexing with the RAVE. The analysis step to reconstruct418

secondary vertex as follows:419

• Events containing at least one truth jet of pT > 20 GeV/c in |η| < 0.6 are420

used in the secondary vertex finding and flavor tagging of jets is done421

with the tagger introduced in Section 2.1.422

• Only tracks with χ2/nd f < 5 in each event are used for primary vertex423

finding and the adaptive method for single vertex (avf-smoothing:1) is424

used.425
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• For each jet of pT > 20 GeV/c in |η| < 0.6, reconstructed tracks of426

χ2/nd f < 5 within a jet cone (∆R < 0.4) are used for secondary vertex427

finding. The adaptive method for multiple vertices (avr-smoothing:1) is428

used.429

• Various pT cuts are used to compare b-jet tagging performance which430

result in different contamination of soft particles.431
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Figure 3.7: Primary vertex resolution of p+p events containing at least one jets
of pT > 20 GeV/c in |η| < 0.6 (top) and the resolution as a function of the
number of reconstructed tracks (bottom).

From this procedure, primary and secondary vertices for each event are432

obtained. The primary vertex resolution of p+p events containing at least one433

truth jet of pT > 20 GeV/c in |η| < 0.6 is better than 10 µm in all x, y, and z434

directions as shown in Figure 3.7. The left panel of Figure 3.8 shows the number435

of secondary vertices per jet. In case of light jet (black), most of jets have only436

one secondary vertex, but the chances of having more than one secondary vertex437

increases in charm and bottom jets which indicates decay vertex of charm and438

bottom hadrons. Even in light jets, multiple secondary vertices can be found439

due to decay of light mesons such as K0. The right panel of Figure 3.8 shows440

secondary vertex mass of light jets in low mass region with an assumption of441

tracks being pions, and a clear peak of K0 is seen. The secondary vertex from442

K0 decay can be removed by applying mass cut (0.47 < M < 0.53 GeV/c2) to443

increase purity of b-jets.444

For each secondary vertex in a certain jet, the 3D flight distance from the pri-445

mary vertex and its significance (distance divided by vertex error) is calculated,446

and the secondary vertex of most significant deviation is selected. Figure 3.9447
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Figure 3.8: The number of secondary vertices per jet (left) and secondary vertex
mass distribution from light jet in low mass region (right).

shows the 3D flight distance of the secondary vertex of most significant devia-448

tion (left) and its significance (right). Each distribution is normalized to unity.449

The distributions from b-jets are much broader than the distribution from light450

jets which is basically due to the decay vertex of long-lived b-hadrons. Based on451

these plot, the purity and efficiency of b-jet tagging can be evaluated.452
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Figure 3.9: The 3D flight distance of the secondary vertex of most significant
deviation (left) and its significance (right) for b-jets (red), c-jets (blue) and light
jets (black).

3.2.3 Results453

Based on the 3D flight distance significance shown in Figure 3.9, b-jets can454

be enriched by applying a large value of significance cut, but the efficiency455

decreased. The significance cut can be optimized based on the b-jet purity456
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and efficiency. Figure 3.10 shows light jet and c-jet efficiency as a function of457

b-jet tagging efficiency and rejection of different flavor jets as a function of the458

significance cut of 3D flight distance. Each secondary vertex should contain at459

least two good associated tracks, and a good associated track is defined as a460

track of weight in vertex determination is larger than 0.6. With this requirement,461

secondary vertices from uncorrelated tracks can be reduced. Figure 3.11 shows462

the same set of plots as in Figure 3.10, but the requirement of minimum number463

of associated tracks to a secondary vertex is three. When comparing the rejection464

plots (right) between Figure 3.10 and 3.11, initial rejection of light jets is much465

larger with the requirement of three minimum associated tracks.466
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Figure 3.10: The efficiency of light jet (left) and c-jet as a function of b-jet tagging
efficiency using secondary vertex method and rejection factors of different flavor
jets as a function of significance cut of 3D flight distance of secondary vertex in
p+p collisions. It it required to have at least two good associated tracks to each
secondary vertex.
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Figure 3.11: The efficiency of light jet (left) and c-jet as a function of b-jet tagging
efficiency using secondary vertex method and rejection factors of different flavor
jets as a function of significance cut of 3D flight distance of secondary vertex
in p+p collisions. It it required to have at least three good associated tracks to
each secondary vertex.

Figure 3.12 shows b-jet purity versus efficiency with a requirement of mini-467

mum number of good associated tracks of two (left) or three (right). The b-jet468

purity is defined as a fraction of b-jet to all jets. Similarly with the results from469

the track counting method shown in Figure 3.4, a higher b-jet purity can be470
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achieved with a more strict cut, but the efficiency in low b-jet purity becomes471

lower. Each plot includes four distributions of various pT cut for tracks. In case472

of the minimum two associated tracks for a secondary vertex, the distribution473

of a moderate pT cut (blue, pT > 1 GeV/c) shows a slightly better performance474

than the distribution without any pT cut (black). However, the b-jet efficiency475

looks better without pT cut in case of the minimum three associated tracks for a476

secondary vertex.477
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Figure 3.12: b-jet tagging performances in p+p collisions using secondary vertex
method.
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Figure 3.13: The efficiency of light jet (left) and c-jet as a function of b-jet tagging
efficiency using secondary vertex method and rejection factors of different flavor
jets as a function of significance cut of 3D flight distance of secondary vertex
in central Au+Au collisions. It it required to have at least two good associated
tracks to each secondary vertex.

In order to evaluate b-jet tagging performance in central Au+Au colli-478

sions, PYTHIA8 events are embedded into central Au+Au collision events from479

HIJING as described in Section 3.2.2. Truth jet finding and flavor tagging are480

done only with PYTHIA8 events. When finding secondary vertices, background481

particles from HIJING events around jets from PYTHIA8 events are included.482

In order to remove background tracks whose contribution is much larger than483
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Figure 3.14: The efficiency of light jet (left) and c-jet as a function of b-jet tagging
efficiency using secondary vertex method and rejection factors of different flavor
jets as a function of significance cut of 3D flight distance of secondary vertex in
central Au+Au collisions. It it required to have at least three good associated
tracks to each secondary vertex.

those in p+p collisions, a tighter track quality cut (χ2/nd f < 2) is used. In ad-484

dition, tracks without MVTX hit are rejected which have a high chance of being485

fake tracks in high multiplicity circumstance. Figure 3.13 shows the efficiency486

of light jet and c-jet efficiency as a function of b-jet efficiency and rejection of487

different flavor jets as a function of significance cut of secondary vertex 3D flight488

distance with a minimum two associated tracks for each secondary vertex, and489

Fig. 3.14 show the same set of plots with a minimum three associated tracks490

for each secondary vertex. Compared to the same plots in p+p collision shown491

in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11, a tighter significance cut is needed to achieve a similar492

light jet rejection which results in a worse b-jet efficiency. Figure 3.15 shows493

the performance of b-jet tagging in central Au+Au collisions using secondary494

vertex method with minimum two (left) or three (right) associated tracks per495

secondary vertex. At this moment, b-jet efficiency around 40% b-jet purity is496

quite low, and we expect to improve the b-jet tagging performance with updated497

tracking software in near future.498

After the initial identification of b-jet candidates, the purity of b-jets in the499

candidate sample will be quantified in a data-driven way using the invariant500

mass and transverse momentum of the secondary vertex, which has proven to501

be critically important in the LHC environment [12, 11]. As shown in Figure 3.16,502

secondary vertex of b-jet is likely to have higher mass and higher number of503

associated tracks. These distributions can be used for template fit on the b-jet504

candidate sample to quantify its purity. For this plot, secondary vertices which505

3D flight distance significance is larger than 10 shown in Fig 3.9 and 3.10, and506

the corresponding b-jet purity is about 35%. This point will be tuned with507

improved tracking software.508
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Figure 3.15: b-jet tagging performances in Au+Au collisions using secondary
vertex method. The upper limit of all curves from both panels represents the
best performance curve using various tunes of the secondary vertex method.
We expect improved performance as the tracking software improves.
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Chapter 4509

Correlations of b-jet pairs510

4.1 Introduction511

Inclusive b-jets can originate from a high-energy b-quark (a true b-quark jet)512

or from a gluon that splits into a b-quark and b-antiquark (g → bb̄-jet). These513

two categories of b-jets could potentially have very different interactions with514

the QGP, because in the latter case the correlated b-quark and b-antiquark515

traverse coherently through the QGP in a color octet state with twice the b-quark516

mass [14]. Although inclusive b-jets at RHIC are expected to be dominated by517

the b-quark jets [18], the remaining g→ bb̄-jet component could complicate the518

interpretation of the inclusive b-jet results.519

The fraction of true b-quark jets can also be enhanced by selecting b-quark520

partonic production channels. sPHENIX will allow us to do so by requiring the521

b-jet candidate to be correlated with another b-jet, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. In522

particular, correlations between two b-jets can be measured with high statistics523

using the MVTX and sPHENIX detectors, taking advantage of their high rate524

capability and their large instrumented acceptance (covering nearly 80% of525

produced di-jets [2]).526

4.2 Simulation and Analysis Setup527

The simulations for the di-b-jet studies uses the same PYTHIA8 configuration528

file detailed in Section 2.1 with the following exception:529

PhaseSpace:pTHatMin = 10.0530

This analysis uses truth jet information only, where the truth jets are recon-531

structed using the FASTJET anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.4. PYTHIA8 events532

were first triggered on a b-jet with pT > 10 GeV/c and |η| < 2 to be used for533

further analysis and cuts. Approximately 231 pb−1 of effective p+p collisions534

were generated for use in this study. The basic cuts and assumptions used in535

the analysis are given in Table. 4.1.536
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Table 4.1: Analysis cut information for di-b-jet study.

p+p Au+Au

cuts

|η1,2| < 0.7
pT,1 > 20 GeV/c
pT,2 > 10 GeV/c
|∆φ12| > 2π/3
|z| < 10 cm

b-jet Eff 60% 40%
b-jet Purity 40% 40%
b-jet RAA 0.6

The b-jet efficiency, given in Table 4.1, is applied statistically to each b-jet in537

the event. It is likely that the tagging efficiency for the 2nd b-jet in the di-b-jet538

event is significantly higher. However, since we don’t have simulation studies539

of di-b-jet efficiency (or purity), we choose to take the conservative approach.540

We apply an RAA = 0.6 factor only to the leading jet in the di-b-jet, under the541

argument that, in the simplest approximation, if both jets lose the same fraction542

of energy in the Au+Au collisions, the number of pair is reduced by RAA. Since543

this is a pure truth simulation, the effects of the b-jet purity on the pairs are non-544

trivial to properly estimate. For a conservative projection estimates, we assume545

that the purity increases the statistical errors by 1/
√

P for each jet, where P is546

the purity. This effect occurs on both b-jets, and therefore is squared on the547

di-b-jet measurements. The purity is not applied statistically on a jet-by-jet basis,548

but rather implemented as a scaling of the statistical uncertainties on the xj549

distribution. The work on quantifying the di-b-jet pair purity and efficiency in550

full GEANT4 simulation is still on-going and the results are expected for the551

next revision of this study.552

After applying the statistical efficiency effects and, in the case of the Au+Au,553

the RAA, we find the following number of di-b-jet:554

• p+p (200 pb−1): 2868555

• Au+Au (236 pb−1): 897556

In both cases, the distribution of xj = pT,2/pT,1 for b-jet pairs is calculated.557

The statistical errors on each point are then scaled by 1/P to take the effect558

of the purity into account. In the case of the Au+Au, the statistical errors are559

additionally scaled by the ratio of the simulated nucleon-nucleon luminosity560

(236 pb−1) to the desired nucleon-nucleon luminosity for the given centrality561

bin, given by Table 4.2. The 〈xj〉 is then calculated for p+p, and each centrality562

bin in Au+Au. The resulting uncertainties are shown in Table 4.2.563
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Table 4.2: The di-b-jet 〈xj〉 for p+p and Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV.

Nevt Ncoll
∫
Lnn dt [pb−1] 〈xj〉

p+p – – 200 0.724 ± 0.008
Au+Au 0-10% 24.0B 962 549 0.723 ± 0.009

Au+Au 10-20% 24.0B 603 344 0.723 ± 0.011
Au+Au 20-40% 48.0B 296 338 0.723 ± 0.011
Au+Au 40-60% 48.0B 94 107 0.723 ± 0.021
Au+Au 60-92% 76.8B 15 27 0.723 ± 0.042

4.3 Results564

A preliminary projection of the transverse momentum balance, xj, of b-jet565

pairs is shown in Figure. 4.1 for p+p and 0-10% central Au+Au collisions at566 √
sNN = 200 GeV. These results are comparable in precision with recent results567

from Pb+Pb collision at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV measured by the CMS collabora-568

tion [12]. Further, the projected uncertainties on the mean asymmetry, 〈xj〉, as a569

function of Ncoll is shown in Figure 4.2.570
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Figure 4.1: Preliminary projection of transverse momentum balance of b-jet
pairs as enabled by sPHENIX and the MVTX upgrade, for p+p (left) and for
0-10% central Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV (right).
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Chapter 5571

Exploring b-jet-B-meson572

correlations573

5.1 Introduction574

Inspired by reference [15], in this chapter, we further explore b-jet-B-meson575

correlation via the non-prompt-D meson decay product from the B-meson. The576

results are still very preliminary, and are intended for internal discussion within577

the collaboration. Meanwhile, we would like to use this exploratory study to578

demonstrate new probes enabled by combining high precision tracking and579

high rate jet detector at RHIC.580

Besides the di-b-jet correlation studies as discussed in the last chapter, we581

further study the b-jet-B-meson correlations with the B-meson within either582

the leading or the away-side b-jet. Such process can help understand the b-583

quark→ B-meson fragmentation process and extend the away-side transverse584

momentum coverage down to pT = 0. The b-jet and B-meson correlations585

can provide the information of how b quark lose energy along its traversing586

path in the QGP. It is sensitive to modifications of b quark parton shower and587

fragmentation process in the hot and dense QGP medium, and further help588

separate the collisional energy loss or radiative energy loss.589

As this study can tag the partonic kinematics of the D meson, it would also590

help understand the origin of non-prompt-D meson, and help the interpretation591

of the single non-prompt-D meson study as also performed by the HF topical592

group.593

To initiate this study, this note currently focuses on studying the b-jet-B-594

meson correlations with the away side pairs from the B → D → πK decay595

chain in PYTHIA8 truth information, in order to estimate the signal yield. We596

are working on quantifying the signal purity and efficiency via GEANT4 based597

simulation to produce a realistic projection on the significance of this measure-598

ment. Further more, although not discussed in this note, the analysis techniques599

developed from this study allow the search of prompt-D-meson tagged jets,600
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which will provide the information about c-jets, formation of Charmed hadrons,601

and help understand the mass/flavor dependent parton energy loss mecha-602

nisms.603

5.2 Simulation and Analysis Setup604

As a first step of this study, 18M PYTHIA8 Hard QCD simulation events were605

used to estimate the cross section. Only events containing leading truth b-jets606

with pT > 20GeV/c and within |η| < 1.0 are used in this analysis. For non-607

prompt D-meson reconstruction, we focus on the D0 → πK decay channel.608

PYTHIA8 truth charged kaons and pions with pT > 0.3 GeV/c, |η| < 1.0 and609

originated from a displaced vertex are used in this study. In addition, charged610

pions and kaons candidates are required to be within away-side region of the611

leading b-jet (|∆ϕ| > 2
3 π). To form the charge neutral D-meson candidates, pairs612

of kaon and pion are required to have opposite charge sign, and the differences613

between their decay vertex-z component should be within 100 microns. For the614

preliminary result of this study, we use the truth information recorded in the615

PYTHIA8 simulation. Kaons and pions should come from the same D-meson616

decay and the D-meson should be the decay product of a B-meson. Another617

case included in the analysis sample is that the D-meson is the decay product of618

another D-meson from a B-meson decay. The luminosity is based on sPHENIX619

continuous run from 2022 to 2027 projection which results in 240B MB Au+Au620

collisions without requiring a Au+Au trigger [17]. The physical projection621

scales the distributions in PYTHIA8 simulation with the Ncoll in MB (0-100%)622

Au+Au collisions and the total projected luminosity.623

Since a different PYTHIA8 sample than that in Section 2.2 is used in this b-jet624

and non-prompt D-meson correlations study, a cross-check is done to study625

the inclusive jet and inclusive b-jet relative yields as shown in Figure. 5.1. A626

consistent result is achieved between this study and the early studies as shown627

in Figure. 2.1. For the detector response part, assumption is made about the628

b-jet tagging efficiency as 0.5 and its purity as 1, and the b-jet purity with away-629

side tagged B-meson needs further quantification. According to the B-meson630

and non-prompt D-meson studies, the non-prompt D-meson reconstruction631

efficiency is assumed as 0.6 and its purity as 1. Further studies will also include632

a more realistic purity determined from a fast simulation with pre-determined633

detector resolutions from a full GEANT4 simulation.634

5.3 Results (Internal discussion use only)635

The observable is defined as the ratio between the transverse momentum of636

the non-prompt D-meson and the transverse momentum of the leading b-jet,637

zj. A preliminary projection of the transverse momentum balance of a leading638

b-jet and an away-side non-prompt D-meson correlations in 240B MB Au+Au639

collisions is shown in Figure. 5.2.640
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Figure 5.1: Cross check the PYTHIA8 sample used in the b-jet-B-meson study by
estimating the cross section of inclusive jets and b-jets in 200 GeV p+p collisions,
which is consistent with Figure. 2.1.

With the same luminosity of 200 GeV Au+Au collisions, the preliminary641

result of the azimuthal correlations between a leading b-jet and an away-side642

B-meson is shown in the left panel of Figure 5.3 and the correlations between a643

leading b-jet and an away-side non-prompt D-meson is shown in Figure 5.3.644

Since the purity for the b-jet and B-meson are assumed to be 100%, these645

preliminary results only represent the max statistics significance we could obtain.646

Therefore, Figure 5.2 and 5.3 are not to be used in external showing, while the647

purity quantification via simulation is being performed.648
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Figure 5.2: For internal discussion only: preliminary projection of transverse
momentum balance of b-jet and non-prompt D-meson correlations in 240B
MB Au+Au collisions (0-100% centrality) at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. A RAA of 0.6 is

assumed without a pT dependence. As purity is still under study, this projection
assumed 100% purity for both D-meson and b-jet. Therefore, it gives the upper
limit of the statistical significance.
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Figure 5.3: For internal discussion only: preliminary projection of azimuthal
correlations between a leading b-jet and an away-side B-meson (left) or non-
prompt-D → πK (right) in 240B MB (0-100% centrality) Au+Au collisions at√

sNN = 200 GeV. The B-meson channel is not measured, but represent the
source distribution for the non-prompt-D observables. Note, the B-meson
channel has much higher statistics as the non-prompt-D → πK, as the later case
suffer from the branching ratio of the decay chain. As purity is still under study,
this projection assumed 100% purity for both D-meson and b-jet. Therefore, it
gives the upper limit of the statistical significance.
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Chapter 6649

Final words650

This note is a snapshot of the HF-jet studies performed by the HF topical group.651

We demonstrated the capability of tagging b-jet using the sPHENIX with MVTX652

upgrade in p+p and central Au+Au environment using GEANT4 simulation653

and reconstruction. MVTX upgrade is critical in enabling the b-jet capability.654

The projection for b-jet nuclear modification and di-b-jet correlation are then655

presented. In the end, the progress of exploring the b-jet-B-meson correlations656

is discussed.657

Work is on-going to update these studies with the in-development new658

tracking software and to improve the purity studies via simulation. Many more659

topics are also open for volunteers, as discussed in the Heavy Flavor Topical660

Group Wiki661
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